We investigate the role of lipid chemical potential on the shape, thickness, and molecular orientation (lipid tilting relative to the monolayer surface normal) of lipid bilayers via a continuum-level model. We predict that decreasing the chemical potential at constant temperature, which is associated with an increase in surface tension via the Gibbs-Duhem relation, leads both to the well known reduction in thermal membrane undulations and also to increasing fluctuation amplitudes for bilayer thickness and molecular orientation. These trends are shown to be in good agreement with molecular simulations, however it is impossible to achieve full quantitative agreement between theory and simulation within the confines of the present model. We suggest that the assumption of lipid volume incompressibility, common to our theoretical treatment and other continuum models in the literature, may be partially responsible for the quantitative discrepancies between theory and simulation.
I. INTRODUCTION
Surface tension regulates shape of eukaryotic cells in a variety of situations including endocytosis, 1 exocytosis, 2 membrane repair, 3 cell spreading, 4 and cell motility. 5 Osmotically induced tension may play a decisive role during shape changes such as the fusion and fission of membranes. 6, 7 The activity of mechanosensitive channels is also very sensitive to the surface tension within the surrounding bilayer. 8, 9 Molecular dynamics simulations provide a means to study the detailed effects of membrane surface tension on short length scales. Numerous investigations [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] have measured how the area per molecule, thickness, diffusion coefficient, order parameter, and pressure profile within the membrane change as a function of applied tension.
Though height (undulation) fluctuations have been measured in many simulations of membranes in the tensionless state, only a small number of groups 14, 30-33, 35, 39 have analyzed fluctuations under tension. Presumably, this is due to the fact that lipid bilayers exhibit a vanishingly small surface tension under common experimental conditions 41 and the bending rigidity of membranes is most easily determined via simulations by analyzing height fluctuations in the tensionless state.
Within the standard continuum theory of membranes, [40] [41] [42] the effect of surface tension is captured in a simple way. The membranes are modeled as homogeneous and structureless two dimensional elastic sheets, and their free energy is given by
where γ is the surface tension and the integration takes place over the surface A of the membrane. The first term opposes the creation of new surface area. The second term is the energy associated with bending the membrane, where κ is the bending rigidity, J is twice the mean curvature, and c 0 is the total spontaneous curvature. Here, we consider a closed surface that does not change its topology, so that the contribution due to Gaussian curvature is constant 43 and may be neglected. Assuming no overhangs, any point R on the surface may be described within the Monge representation: R = (x, y, h (x, y)). Within this representation, the surface element is given by dA = 1 + (∇h) 2 dx dy and J = ∇ 2 h for small curvatures. Expanding the square root, keeping terms up to second order and neglecting additive constants, the free energy may be written as
Thermal fluctuations in membrane shape as a function of wave number q are then given by
The implications of this expression have been very successful for interpreting aspiration experiments on lipid vesicles.
applied to the small membranes studied in computer simulations. [48] [49] [50] [51] In this work, we will always define the surface tension γ to be the thermodynamic variable conjugate to the lateral area of a rectangular simulation box, which the membrane spans (see Sec. II D). This definition differs from the implication of Eq. (1) , where γ appears conjugate to the total membrane area. (Since lipid bilayer membranes can exhibit out-of-plane motions, the membrane area is, in general, greater than the projected area of the simulation box.) However, to the accuracy available within the quadratic Monge model (Eq. (2)), it is impossible to distinguish between the various possible surface tension definitions. 49 We refer the interested reader to a recent paper by Diamant 51 for an illuminating discussion related to the thermodynamics of membrane surface tension.
Since the area per lipid within the plane of the membrane increases with surface tension, one would expect the accompanying changes in molecular packing to affect the membrane's resistance to bending (and other elastic properties). Indeed this effect has been observed in molecular simulations by analyzing the height fluctuations of monolayers. [27] [28] [29] 52 Though Eq. (3) with a constant value of κ was found to be reasonably accurate for bilayers over a range of tensions in Refs. 30 and 31, these studies involve very aggressive coarsegraining (each lipid was represented by a single point particle) and it is unclear that these results would hold for more realistic lipid architectures.
Through the studies of the zero tension case, it has been long established 15, 19, 25, 34, 36, 37 that Eq. (3) is only valid on length scales considerably longer than the bilayer thickness. On smaller length scales, the elastic energy in Eq. (2) must be generalized to include the effects of microscopic protrusions 14, 19, 25, 53, 54 and lipid tilting. 34, 36, 37, 55 In contrast to height fluctuations, we are aware of only one investigation (Neder et al. 14 ) in which the fluctuations in bilayer thickness were studied as a function surface tension. In that study, a theory of the zero tension case 19 was used to fit data for finite tensions by rescaling the values of the elastic parameters. The magnitude of the rescaling was determined by fitting the data and did not have a physical basis. A recent publication 56 has discussed a theoretical model for bilayer thickness energetics as a function of chemical potential/surface tension. This model generalizes the approach of Refs. 19 and 57 to include non-vanishing tension, but does not consider lipid orientation and focuses on the physical problem of membrane deformations in the vicinity of protein inclusions as opposed to thermal fluctuation spectra of homogeneous membranes.
In this paper, we present a continuum model for membrane deformations which includes the effects of surface tension, membrane shape, thickness, molecular orientation, and microscopic noise within a unified framework. The treatment presented here is an extension of recent work by Watson, Penev, Welch, and Brown, 34 which we will refer to as 'Paper I" throughout this work. We modify the zero-tension treatment of Paper I 34 to include arbitrary tensions. Assuming small deformations, we calculate analytical predictions for the thermal fluctuation spectra of a membrane at various tensions. The analytic expressions are found to be in good, but imperfect, agreement with molecular simulations.
II. THEORETICAL MODEL
Many aspects of the necessary theory have been described previously. 34 The purpose of the present section is to illuminate those aspects of the theoretical description that are critical to understanding the effects of applied surface tension and which were not discussed in prior work.
A. Geometric description
We adopt the same notation, methods, and geometric setup as in Paper I, 34 and the reader is referred there for further detail. Here, we briefly define the variables appearing in our later equations. The cross sectional area per lipid at the hydrocarbon-water interface that minimizes the monolayer free energy per molecule in a flat geometry at zero surface tension is denoted by 0 . b 0 = v/ 0 is the hydrocarbon chain length under the same conditions, where v is the lipid volume. The corresponding quantities for arbitrary values of the surface tension are denoted by * and b * = v/ * , respectively (Fig. 1) ; lipid volume is assumed constant regardless
For each molecule, dark grey circles mark the portion of the lipid separating the polar head from the hydrocarbon tails. On a macroscopic level, the polar-nonpolar interfaces are described by z (1) and z (2) . The unit vectors N (α) are normal to the monolayer surfaces and point toward the interior of the bilayer. The unit vector field n (α) points along the hydrocarbon chains. b (α) n (α) extend from z (α) to the surface separating the two leaflets, z (m) . The mean height z + is the average of z (1) and z (2) . Left: a bilayer in its minimal energy configuration at some given tension, in which λ (α) = 0, z (m) = z + , N (α) = n (α) = 0, the thickness is 2b * and the area per molecule is * (dotted red). Since there are no protrusions, h (α) = z (α) . Right: an arbitrarily deformed bilayer, exaggerated for illustrative purposes. On microscopic lengthscales, the polar-nonpolar interfaces h (α) are not smooth (dashed curves). The protrusion fields λ (α) displace the interface in the normal direction, so that (−1) of the imposed tension. Although it is possible to relax this assumption in principle, doing so in practice would significantly complicate an already complex theoretical model (see below). The assumption of lipid volume incompressibility is commonplace within the literature related to continuum modeling of lipid bilayers 14, 19, 34, 56, [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] and we will not attempt to remedy this shortcoming here. Our simulation results in Sec. IV do suggest that lipid volume is not strictly conserved; further study along these lines is certainly warranted.
The superscripts α = 1 and α = 2 refer to the top and bottom leaflets, respectively. The quantity r = (x, y) denotes xy position. The fields z (α) (r) describe the macroscopic surface separating the polar heads and hydrocarbon tails of each monolayer (Fig. 1) . The surface separating the top and bottom monolayers is denoted by z (m) (r). We also define
2 ,
z + describes the undulating shape of the bilayer. z − captures deviations in the bilayer thickness from its mean value 2b * . Perturbations of z (m) from the average shape z + are described in terms of ε.
The chain length b (α) describes the distance from the polar-nonpolar interface to the end of the hydrocarbon chain as measured by a straight line. Though this quantity is only well-defined at positions where lipids are present, b (α) represents a continuum field which is smoothly varying. To first order in small quantities
On lengthscales comparable to the bilayer thickness, the polar-nonpolar interfaces are subject to microscopic displacements, or protrusions λ (α) . We denote the actual position of each interface by h (α) , which is defined to be h
+ λ (α) (see Fig. 1 ). Just like z + and z − , the protrusions may be decomposed into symmetric and antisymmetric contributions:
2 .
The mean height of the bilayer and deviations in membrane thickness are the quantities which we measure in simulations. Up to first order in small quantities,
The orientation of the lipids are described by continuum vector fields. We use the font c to denote a three-dimensional vector, while c refers to its xy components. The vector calculus operations of divergence, gradient, and curl are only applied to vectors of the c variety and only act within the xy plane. For each monolayer, n (α) (x, y) represents the orientation of the lipids and points along the length of the molecules. The vectors normal to the monolayer surfaces are denoted by N (α) (x, y) and point toward the interior of the membrane in our convention. Deviation of the lipid orientation away from the monolayer normals is denoted by the tilt vector
Later it will be convenient to work with the symmetric and anti-symmetric tilt vectors
Since the polar-nonpolar interfaces are subject to protrusions, the tilt vectors are also prone to microscopic perturbations. From Paper I, 34 the actual symmetric and antisymmetric tilt vectors measured in simulations are given bȳ
In Sec. II E, our theoretical expressions for fluctuations in h, t,p, andp will be compared with simulation data for membranes spanning a square periodic simulation box of area A P .
B. Thermodynamic ensemble
As discussed above, the mesoscopic "state" of our coarse-grained membrane is specified through the seven fields
This suggests that one could calculate the canonical partition function for the membrane as
where N is the number of lipids in the membrane, A P is the projected area of the membrane (i.e., the area of the simulation box), and T is temperature.
] is a Landau-Ginzburg Hamiltonian representing the effective free energy for the membrane obtained by averaging over the microscopic degrees of freedom for the system, while constraining the mesoscopic fields {...} to a particular state. The delta function is required to constrain lipid number to the value N; without such a restriction, the sum over configurations of the fields {...} includes all possible values of N ranging from zero to infinity. Note that the summation expression is introduced as a notational convenience, the true configurational "sum" is actually a path integral.
Evaluation of Eq. (11) is not theoretically convenient due to the presence of the volume constraint, but this can be avoided by considering the grand canonical partition function at constant lipid chemical potential μ :
The last step simply defines
≡ F − μ N to be the effective free energy for the open sys-tem, subject to the specified configurations of the mesoscopic fields. For the remainder of this paper, we will refer to G as the "effective Hamiltonian" for our membrane system.
Our prior publication 34 also dealt with Eq. (12), but focused exclusively on the case where μ was tuned to achieve a condition of vanishing surface tension. By convention, this condition is often referred to as "vanishing chemical potential," however finding γ = μ = 0 at a given temperature relies upon an arbitrary definition of the absolute energy scale to force this coincidence. Such a convention was adopted in Paper I; 34 the free energy F introduced in that work coincides with G (μ = 0) introduced above, provided that we define our energy scale such that μ = 0 at vanishing tension.
C. Effective Hamiltonian
Using the results from Appendix A of Paper I, 34 the free energy per lipid in leaflet α,f (α) , may be written in terms of b (α) , n (α) , and m (α) :
The constants appearing above (
are identical to those introduced in Paper I 34 and we refer the reader to that work (n.b. Table II of Paper I 34 ) for further discussion. The first two terms correspond to deviations of the effective curvature −∇ · n (α) away from the total spontaneous curvature c 0 . These contributions are related to the splay energy of a nematic liquid crystal. 63 Deviations in chain length from the preferred stress-free conformation, (b (α) − b 0 ), are captured by the k A term. As a consequence of lipid volume incompressibility, the chain length and area per lipid are inversely related and k A can be identified with the membrane area compressibility modulus. The fourth term represents the coupling between effective curvature and chain length. Note that μ is a molecular constant adopted to conform with the notation of Paper I 34 and is not related to the lipid chemical potential, μ . The κ θ term corresponds to molecular tilt, in which the orientation of molecules deviate from the normal to the surface. 55, [64] [65] [66] [67] The κ tw term captures the effect of molecular twist. 55, 63 The last term is related to the effective Gaussian curvature. It is important to recognize that in writing Eq. (13) without a constant term (i.e.,f (α) 
we are implicitly defining the absolute energy scale for our lipids such that μ (γ = 0, T) = 0, as will become clear in Sec. II D. This choice is theoretically convenient, but completely arbitrary. If one had reason to choose a different convention for the energy scale, μ (γ = 0, T) must be added to Eq. (13) .
Neglecting protrusions for the moment, the total macroscopic free energy of the bilayer is obtained by summing over the contributions of all lipids. To accomplish this task in practice, we introduce the lipid volume density field
V (x, y). The infinitesimal volume of the lipid hydrocarbon chains whose polar/nonpolar interface lies within dx dy is given by dV
V dx dy (see Appendix A). Since chain incompressibility guarantees v = b 0 0 = constant, dV (α) = dn (α) b 0 0 where dn (α) is the lipid number density for chains crossing the interface within dx dy. Using the variable macro G to denote the macroscopic portion of the effective Hamiltonian, this suggests
[f (2) − μ ] dn
V dr.
An explicit expression for g (α) V is derived in Appendix A:
An equivalent expression was also derived in Paper I, 34 however we note a small typographical error in Eq. 
Writing chain length terms in the free energy as a function of (b
is no longer present. Since all terms in the free energy in-
may be written in terms of z (α) and z (m) using Eq. (5). Furthermore, the terms involving a divergence in n (α) may be expressed in terms of z (α) and 
where
and
For brevity of notation, we have defined ≡ 2k c c 0 − 2μ
, as in Paper I. 34 These equations (Eqs. (17)- (20)) contain the primary theoretical results of this paper. For the most part, the various terms appearing in Eqs. (18) and (19) can be found in the μ = 0 case studied in Paper I 34 (see Eqs. (27) and (28) of Paper I 34 ), however the coefficients appearing in this work have been generalized to account for non-vanishing chemical potential as detailed in Eq. (20) . The saddle-splay terms containing k G (μ ) are expressed using the quantitiesn ≡ ∇z − +m andn ≡ ∇z + +m. Integrating their contributions (as we will do below), results only in boundary terms 34 that disappear for the periodic boundary condition geometries considered in this work, and will therefore not be considered in subsequent calculations.
The completely new terms appearing in the Hamiltonian when μ = 0 are the (∇z ± ) 2 terms familiar from Helfrich theory (Eq. (2)) and the analogous contribution to the peristaltic modes. 59 The above expressions reduce to the results of Paper I 34 when μ = 0 and we stress that all constants appearing here have the same meaning as those introduced in Paper I. 34 Note that the constant term in Eq. (17) was obtained from Eq. (16) . As discussed in Sec. II D, it corresponds to the applied surface tension in the mean field approximation. We note that the λ ± protrusion terms included here are identical to those introduced in Paper I. 34 No attempt is made in this work to predict the influence of μ on protrusions (e.g., introducing k λ (μ ) or a similar scheme). Furthermore, we previously found that approximating γ λ = 0 results in excellent agreement between the theory and simulations at zero chemical potential 34 and we will only consider the case γ λ = 0 in this paper. The general expression is provided to emphasize similarity to our prior treatment.
The current theory is limited to homogeneous bilayers with a single lipid species in the liquid state. As a result, Eqs. (17)- (20) contain no contributions due to the interactions between opposing leaflets. Orientational coupling [n (1) − n (2) ] 2 between leaflets of the same composition has been proposed 68 for certain membrane phases at lower temperatures. We found this effect to be negligible in previous simulations of the liquid state (see Paper I 34 ) . If the monolayers differ in composition, interleaflet interactions may provide additional energetic contributions.
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D. Relation to applied tension
For practical reasons, simulations of lipid bilayers are typically not carried out at constant chemical potential, but rather holding lipid number constant. It is also common in simulations, though not universal, to abandon the constant A P box size in favor of a constant applied tension(γ ) condition. The simulations we shall eventually compare to in Sec. IV are run under constant (N, T, γ ) conditions. As indicated above, our theoretical model is not well suited to direct analysis within the canonical ensemble, nor is it well suited to analysis at constant applied tension, making a fully rigorous and direct comparison between theory and simulation impossible. Although the various ensembles will become equivalent in the thermodynamic limit of infinite system size, there is no reason to expect that the modestly sized simulation boxes employed in current studies approach such a limit. Indeed, this is a possible source of concern that has been discussed at length in the literature. 14, 32, 33, 39, 48, 49, 70, 71 Notwithstanding the above admonition regarding small system sizes and inequivalence of ensembles, we would still like to compare theoretical predictions based upon G with our simulations carried out at constant (N, T, γ ). In principle, this could be done by computing the surface tension for our finite sized theoretical system at constant (μ , A P , T) via γ = −k B T∂ ln ( )/∂A P and comparing to a simulation run at the same tension. Performing this calculation exactly leads to unwieldily expressions that are of little use in practice. Instead, we connect the two ensembles via an approximate mean-field level evaluation of G . We assume that the minimum energy configuration of G is given by the flat, constant thickness, tilt-free, and protrusion-free state displayed in the left-hand picture of Fig. 1 . Were this not the case, our harmonic model for G would be unstable. (This stability condition may be formally expressed in terms of inequalities satisfied by the elastic constants.
56 ) The mean-field approximation to is achieved by evaluating the path integral of Eq. (12) via the saddle point approximation to give
where the second expression is obtained by directly evaluating Eq. (14) for the minimum free energy configuration and the third and fourth expressions introduce Eq. (16) to express the result solely in terms of μ or solely in terms of b * , respectively. Taking the derivative of Eq. (21) with respect to A P yields
which is easily inverted to provide lipid chemical potential as a function of surface tension
Note that Eqs. (23) and (24) indicate simultaneous vanishing of μ and γ . As mentioned previously, this has arisen due to the lack of any constant term in Eq. (13), which sets the lipid chemical potential to zero for the homogeneous flat membrane geometry with monolayer thickness b 0 . Taking the derivative of Eq. (22) with respect to A P provides an alternate expression for γ and leads to the prediction for bilayer thickness as a function of the applied tension
Expressions similar to Eqs. (24) and (25) 
at constant temperature from μ = γ = 0 to finite μ and γ using N/A P = (2/ 0 )(1 + μ /k A 0 ) as implied by lipid volume conservation and Eq. (16) if one assumes the homogeneous flat membrane geometry inherent to the mean field approximation. Equations (24) and (25) then follow immediately. The Gibbs-Duhem derivation is appealing because it shows why positive surface tensions correspond to negative chemical potentials when we set the energy scale to fix μ = 0 at γ = 0 for a given temperature. Physically, decreasing the chemical potential at fixed A p encourages some lipids to leave the membrane. The remaining lipids must become stretched, corresponding to an increase in surface tension. In the case of vanishing tension, the forces within each lipid that promote and oppose the creation of interfacial area 54 completely balance each other. In this "saturated" state, the free energy per lipid is minimized with respect to its interfacial area (or equivalently, chain length). 65, 72, 73 For many experimental situations, the relationship between surface tension and chemical potential is slightly more straightforward. For a constant lipid number, biomembranes can only withstand perturbations in area up to a few percent before rupturing. 41 Observable changes in membrane area are rather due to changes in the number of lipids within the bilayer, while the area per lipid remains nearly constant. The surface tension may, therefore, be approximately regarded as a chemical potential when lipids are allowed to freely move between the membrane and the solvent. 73 However, thermal fluctuations introduce additional subtleties into the interpretation. 44, 70, 71, 74 
E. Fluctuation spectra
This section will present predictions for the fluctuation spectra of various membrane properties observable in simulations. These predictions are obtained from Eqs. (17) to (19) and, strictly speaking, should only apply to simulations performed in the appropriate (μ , A P , T) ensemble. Comparison to simulations performed at (γ , N, T), as in Sec. IV, is achieved by substituting Eq. (24) for μ into the theoretical predictions presented below and identifying the box dimension L appearing in the definition of the Fourier wave vectors with the average value L observed at a given γ .
For a homogeneous membrane in a square box of area A p = L 2 and periodic boundary conditions, the effective Hamiltonian may be rewritten in Fourier space. We use the Fourier transform pair
for an arbitrary scalar function g(r). The values of the wave number are given by q = 2π (n, m)/L for the integers n, m
− 1}, where M is dictated by a short wavelength cutoff. The vector quantities ∇λ (α) ,m, andm are written in terms of components parallel and perpendicular to q. For any two-dimensional vector c (r), its longitudinal and transverse components are given by
We calculate the fluctuation spectra using the same method as in Paper I. 34 Explicit details of the calculations are given in Appendix B. For the remainder of the paper, we will assume that the protrusions λ (α) and monolayer interfaces z (α) are decoupled from each other, as suggested by Paper I. 34 In Sec. IV, we will show that this approximation results in a good agreement between the theory and simulation results for the systems we study. From the equipartition theorem, the magnitude of the height, thickness, and tilt fluctuations are given by
The effective bending rigidity appearing in the undulation spectrum is
Equations (27)- (31) are more complicated than their μ = 0 counterparts introduced in paper I. This might seem surprising since only two new terms ([∇z ± ] 2 ) appear in Eq. (17) that were not present in Paper I. 34 However, introduction of these terms leads to coupling between lipid tilt and lipid splay, which we previously demonstrated to be absent from this model under vanishing tension. 75 This additional physics leads to more cumbersome expressions for the spectra involving height, thickness, and the longitudinal components of lipid tilting.
To understand the coupling between splay and tilt, consider the undulation portion of the free energy in which ε = 0 and no twist is present:
While the above equation is expressed in terms of z + andm, reference to z + can be eliminated usingn ≡ ∇z + +m:
When μ = 0, the splay (k b c term) is decoupled from the tilt (m 2 ). 75 But when μ = 0, the chemical potential term couples tilt and splay together. For the three quantities {z + ,m,n}, the nature of the free energy in Eq. (33) ensures that any two of them will be coupled when μ = 0 (all three cannot be used since there are only two degrees of freedom in this situation).
Since the protrusion contributions are decoupled from the rest of the Hamiltonian, their variances add so that each quantity may be written as the sum of macroscopic and protrusion contributions. Note that the protrusion terms are assumed (for simplicity) not to be functions of the surface tension.
Though most of the expressions are complicated, some of their limiting behavior can be understood. The first term in the height expression closely resembles the standard result of Eq. (3) (note that the factor of two originates from our definition of elastic constants with respect to the monolayer, not the bilayer). The value of the effective bending modulus is, however, a complicated function of the tension/chemical potential, and the constant multiplying the q 2 term in the denominator (i.e., −2μ / 0 ) is not exactly the system tension, but does agree with that interpretation to first order in γ .
The second term more strongly reflects the coupling between height and tilt and is present even at zero surface tension. Its contribution to |h q | 2 becomes negligible at long wavelengths. The third term is associated with protrusions.
Just like the zero surface tension case, the thickness long wavelengths. At sufficiently long wavelengths, stretching/compressing the membrane away from its preferred * state is equally costly regardless of the tension. This is a consequence of our molecular model (Eq. (13)) being completely harmonic about b 0 . Despite modifying the position of the minimum, tension cannot affect the curvature of the energy well within our model. Tilt deformations become more favorable as the tension increases. This can most clearly be seen in the (q → 0) limit, where all four tilt averages are equal to k B T/2κ θ (μ )
F. Comments on the predictions
The tension dependent effective bending rigidity,k c (μ ), appearing in the undulation spectrum requires some explanation. In Eqs. (18) and (19) (Fig. 2 ) must be associated with a higher energy than could be achieved if b were allowed to relax. Within the formulation of Eq. (17), relaxation of b (α) between the two monolayers is accomplished by displacement of the bilayer midplane field ε. If we consider a membrane undulation restricted to be free of tilt, the free energy density is then
For a given shape z + , the minimum free energy is given by
with the effective bending modulus
At zero chemical potential,k
(μ ) reduces back to the neutral surface bending modulus described in Paper I. 34 When μ = 0 there is no coupling between tilt and splay; 75 restricting tilt to vanish has no effect on the bending modulus in such a limit. We also mention that the same expression fork [ no tilt] c (μ ) can be obtained by applying parallel surface arguments. 58 In the tilt free case,k (27)). But when the tilt degree of freedom is included, the coefficient becomesk c (μ ) =k
]. Parallel surface arguments break down in this case and, as mentioned previously, the couplings between tilt and splay that appear in the Hamiltonian make the full problem difficult to interpret. Note that whilek (2)). This fluctuation effect was negligible for the molecular simulations studied by Farago and Pincus. 32 The renormalization we have described consists of two contributions: 
27-29, 52
Using the values of the elastic constants specific to the MARTINI model of DPPC, 34 we find that for applied surface tensions as high as 19 mN/m, the corresponding effective bending modulus deviates fromk c (0) by less than 10%. Small changes in the measured bending rigidity at different tensions were observed in the coarse-grained simulations of Shiba and Noguchi. 31 However, the associated error bars were large compared to the differences in the rigidity at different tensions.
The renormalization of the parameters (μ ) and κ θ (μ ) in Eq. (20) can be significant at moderate tensions. At a surface tension of 19 mN/m, (μ ) and κ θ (μ ) increase and decrease by 37% and 19%, respectively, compared to their zero tension values. 34 These changes are linear in μ / 0 and close to linear in γ (Eq. (24)) at low to moderate tensions. As described in Sec. III B, a maximum tension of only 4 mN/m could be applied to our other lipid system (CG) to avoid rupturing. Within that range,k c (μ ), (μ ), and κ θ (μ ) change by less than 10%.
Bitbol et al. 56 have recently considered a model somewhat similar to that presented here, but neglecting lipid tilting. They advocate the need for "new terms" in their Hamiltonian (new relative to Refs. 19 and 57 and similar works that also neglect lipid tilting) in order to explain certain experimental and simulation data related to the distortion of the membrane in the presence of integral protein inclusions. In Appendix C, we demonstrate how tilt can be integrated out of Eq. (17) to provide an effective Hamiltonian that does not explicitly include tilt. The resulting Hamiltonian includes the "new terms" of Ref. 56 as well as additional terms that become increasingly important at small wavelengths.
Without resorting to the formalism presented here, the results from Paper I 34 could have been quickly extended to describe finite tensions by adding gradient terms γ [∇z ± ] 2 to the undulation (Eq. (2)) and peristaltic 59 portions of the free energy. However, the latter action would give a prediction which disagrees with our model and the thickness fluctuation data in Sec. IV. As with undulations, a tension term of the form γ [∇z − ] 2 suppresses thickness fluctuations. For both of the lipid systems we simulated, thickness fluctuations are found to increase at moderate tensions (Figs. 6 and 8 ). This increase is qualitatively (but not quantitatively) predicted by our model via the renormalization of (μ ). This coupling factor, which is positive at zero tension, grows with increasing tension, and is responsible for the nonmonotonic fluctuation spectrum in thickness( |t q | 2 ) and peristaltic tilt ( |p q | 2 )(see Paper I 34 ). We close this section by noting that for a nonzero chemical potential, there are some subtleties involving the derivation of Eqs. (17)- (19) . In our derivation, we have retained the actual chain length variable b (α) through the point where the linear term in chain length is removed from G by writing all terms relative to b * . Then, we write all variables, including b (α) , in terms of the set retained in our final expres-
. This yields Eqs. (17)- (19) . Alternatively, one could introduce the final variables earlier in the derivation. In particular, b (α) could be immediately rewritten in terms of the {z (α) , z (m) } fields in Eqs. (13) and (15) using (see Eqs. (A3) and (A4) of Paper I 34 )
All compression/stretch terms would be expanded about the vertical distance t * (which is equal to b * within the mean field approach of Sec. II D). Unfortunately, the two different procedures yield two different results, due to the fact that the re- lationship between z (α) and b (α) is non-linear and we always discard terms of higher than quadratic order in G . The second procedure, which we have not used, leads to final expressions for G that do not contain the gradient terms |∇z ± | 2 . This is a major problem as it is the gradient terms that capture the most important aspects of applied tension! We can partially illuminate this paradox by considering an undeformed membrane which is slanted in our reference frame (Fig. 3) . The volume dV of the lipids whose hydrocarbon-water interface lies inside dx dy can be calculated in two mathematically equivalent ways. In the first method, dV = b 0 dA, where dA = 1 + [∇z (1) ] 2 dx dy is the membrane surface area within dx dy and b 0 is the hydrocarbon chain length. Up to second order, dV = b 0 (1 + [∇z (1) ] 2 ) dx dy. In this simple geometry, the volume element has the shape of a brick sitting on an incline. In the second method, dV = (z (1) − z (m) ) dx dy. The shape of the volume element is a parallelogram and does not correspond to the actual volume occupied by the lipids. However, the parallelogram's volume is equal to that of the brick. Though the expression dV = (z (1) − z (m) ) dx dy is completely exact in this situation, it contains no reference to the gradient |∇z (1) | 2 . Within our theory, the proper handling of volume is crucial; the expression for dV (α) and the equa-
V dx dy 65 enable us to transform from a free energy per lipid (Eq. (13)) to a membrane free energy density in the xy plane (Eq. (14)). While multiplying f (α) and g
V in Eq. (14) merely renormalizes various elastic moduli, the product μ g
V determines the contribution of chemical potential to the effective Hamiltonian; it is here that the different formulations of the volume element discussed above affect our results. It does not seem mathematically possible to prove one of the above approaches for calculating dV (α) (and g (α)
V ) correct over the other, at least not within our current formulation of the problem. However, from a physical perspective, the approach we have adopted has clear advantages. The calculation of volume elements clearly reflects the physical space occupied by lipid tails in this approach. Further, the value of the chain length b (α) is physical and is independent of the mathematical description of the surface. The same cannot be said for the surfaces z 
z
(m) and z (α) basis at the very end in order to facilitate comparison to the simulation data. We also note that Bitbol et al. 56 use a variable analogous to b (α) in order to model thickness perturbations under applied tension (in the absence of tilt fluctuations).
III. SIMULATION DETAILS
A. MARTINI force field model (DPPC)
We simulated the coarse-grained MARTINI model 77, 78 for DPPC (dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine) and explicit water. The simulations were run within the GROMACS package. [79] [80] [81] Below, all time scales are quoted in simulation units and are not rescaled to "real" time units. The integration time step was δt = 0.04 ps. The temperature (325 K) and pressure were maintained using the Berendsen coupling scheme. The pressure was maintained semi-isotropically, in which the pressure coupling is isotropic in the x and y directions, but adjusted independently in z. For all simulations, the pressure in the z direction was set to 1 bar. The applied surface tension γ was controlled by varying the pressure in the lateral directions:
where P ii are the diagonal elements of the pressure tensor and L z is the box size in the z direction. Systems consisting of 128 lipids were analyzed to study the relationship between tension and membrane thickness (Fig. 4) . A 128-lipid bilayer in the tensionless state was obtained from the MARTINI-related web resource. 82 Surface tension was turned on and followed by an equilibration pe- the tensionless state was described in Paper I. 34 Surface tensions of γ = {0, 5.0, 9.7, 19} mN/m were then applied, followed by 1.6 μs of equilibration. Production runs of 2 μs were performed with data saved every 25 000 steps.
B. Implicit solvent model (CG)
We conducted additional membrane simulations using a coarse-grained, implicit solvent lipid model (CG) presented by Brannigan et al. 20 All runs were conducted at a temperature of k b T = 0.85 with energy scale = 2.75 kJ/mol. We adopted the same modifications to the original model as described in Paper I 34 while using a bond potential of U bend (θ ) = c bend cos (θ ), where c bend = 7.0 . A time step of δt = 0.01 ps was used. The temperature was controlled by implicit water Langevin dynamics, and the pressure was controlled in the xy plane by a Nosé Hoover barostat. An applied negative pressure in the xy plane yielded surface tensions ranging from 0 to 4 mN/m (Eq. (37)). The CG model was found to be unstable with surface tensions of 6 mN/m and higher.
In Fig. 5 , the mean thickness versus surface tension is plotted for 128-lipid simulations. For these systems, simulations were conducted for 2 μs , with data saved every 1 × 10 5 time steps. Larger 3200-lipid systems were analyzed to obtain thermal fluctuation spectra. For the large systems, surface tensions of γ = {0, 2, 4} mN/m were applied. Each simulation lasted for 10 μs, with data saved every 2 × 10 5 time steps.
IV. COMPARISON TO SIMULATION
For each surface tension, the average monolayer thickness b * was measured by calculating the mean bilayer thickness in the z-direction, averaging over all frames, and dividing by two. In Figs. 4 and 5 , b * is plotted as a function of surface tension. Though the data are for 128-lipid patches, we found that the value of b * is virtually independent of the system size. In Paper I, 34 the best fit value of k A for DPPC was found to be 260 (200-270) mN/m, where the numbers in parenthesis J. Chem. Phys. 139, 084706 (2013) (27)- (31) with γ λ = 0. The curves at finite tensions are based on our theoretical predictions (Eqs. (27)- (31) with γ λ = 0), without using any additional fits (i.e., "method A," see text for details). The value of γ used in Eqs. (27)- (31) is dictated by the simulation settings. |h q | 2 is shown on a log scale in q. In the fourth row, the purely imaginary cross correlations h qp −q and t qp −q are displayed.
denote the 95% confidence interval. From Eq. (25), the predicted thickness is shown for k A = 260 and 200 mN/m. The latter value shows good qualitative agreement with the simulations. From Eq. (25), the nonlinear behavior of the data is captured as well. For CG, the best fit value of k A = 190 mN/m from Paper I 34 is in excellent agreement with the data in Fig. 5 .
In addition to the monolayer thickness, we also measured the average volume of the hydrophobic tail region. The volume was computed by multiplying the mean bilayer thickness by the total membrane area in the xy plane. The results are shown in Figs. 4 and 5 . In both simulations, the volume increases with surface tension by a few percent, which contradicts the assumption of lipid volume incompressibility within our theoretical treatment. This effect is quite substantial compared to the relative changes in membrane thickness. The deviation between b * /b 0 as predicted by Eq. (25) and as measured in the simulations is comparable to the degree of volume non-conservation observed in the simulations. Note also that compared to Fig. 4 , the total volume for CG rapidly rises over a relatively small range in tension. We will return to this point in Sec. V. The fluctuation spectra were measured by mapping the positions and orientations of the lipids onto an M × M grid and using this raw data to generate the following spectra data sets (see Paper I 34 for technical details):
Three methods were used to compare this data to the theory presented in Sec. II and the results are displayed in Figs. 6-9:
1. In method A, the values of the elastic constants {k λ ,k c , k A , , κ θ , κ tw } were determined by fitting the J. Chem. Phys. 139, 084706 (2013) spectra of the zero tension simulation; these are the same values presented in Paper I. 34 (Here,k c ≡k c (μ = 0) is the same as the neutral surface bending rigidity called "k c " in Paper I. 34 ) The values of these constants were renormalized as predicted by Eqs. (20) and (32), using the values of γ taken from the simulation settings and Eq. (24) to convert γ to μ . These renormalized constants were used directly within Eqs. (27)- (31) to predict the spectra at finite tensions. We stress that method A involves no fitting of constants beyond the determination of the bare elastic constants at zero tension. If the theory presented in Sec. II were 100% accurate, method A would predict the tension dependence of spectra in perfect agreement with simulation, with no adjustable parameters. 2. For method B, the procedure is similar to method A except that {k λ ,k c , k A , , κ θ , κ tw } were used as fitting parameters for each simulation, while the value of γ was taken from the simulation settings. This method allows for the possibility that the functional form of our predictions is correct, but that the curvatures associated with our harmonic model for lipid energetics (Eq. (13)) vary as a function of tension, which is outside the scope of the present model. 3. In method C, both the constants {k λ ,k c , k A , , κ θ , κ tw } and γ were treated as parameters and used to fit the data for each simulation. This method is presented essentially as a control, to verify that the fits of method B are meaningful and cannot be considerably improved by allowing the tension to unphysically vary from the imposed value.
As previously discussed, although Eqs. (27)- (31) include the possibility of nonzero γ λ for generality and to coincide with the analogous expressions in Paper I, 34 all of our methods A, B, and C assume that γ λ = 0. It was verified that relaxing this restriction did not lead to significant improvements of fit relative to the results that are reported.
The best-fit values of the extracted elastic constants for all methods are shown in Table I and the best-fit approximations to the simulation data are displayed in Figs. 6-9. As predicted by our theoretical model (method A), the values of the macroscopic elastic constants do not strongly vary over TABLE I. The material parameters for our coarse-grained implicit solvent model (CG) and the MARTINI force field simulation (DPPC) as extracted from the simulations. Each row corresponds to a different simulation. The first number in the surface tension (γ ) column is the tension applied over the course of a given simulation, whereas the adjacent number in parentheses corresponds to the best-fit tension determined via the method C fits described in the text. All quantities were obtained through fitting Eqs. (27) - (31) to the data while assuming γ λ = 0. For method A, the elastic constants were obtained by fitting the fluctuation spectra at zero tension (γ = 0) using {k λ ,k c , k A , , κ θ , κ tw } as adjustable parameters. Predictions at all other tensions were obtained directly from these zero tension numbers with no further fitting, as described in the text. For method B, a different set of elastic constants {k λ ,k c , k A , , κ θ , κ tw } was obtained for each applied tension, assuming the value of γ taken from the simulation settings. The resulting values from the method B fits are listed with no parenthesis. Note that in the two rows corresponding to zero applied tension, the numbers appearing without parentheses correspond to both the method A and method B results. For method C, {k λ ,k c , k A , , κ θ , κ tw } and γ were all treated as adjustable parameters for each applied tension. The corresponding values are listed inside parentheses. The final column of the table reports the renormalized bending rigidity appearing in the undulation spectrum (see Eq. (32)). This quantity is not a part of the fitting procedure, but follows directly from the other constants appearing in the table. It is included to indicate the extent of renormalization of the measured bending rigidity as inferred from thermal undulations (i.e., Eq. (3) the range of tensions explored. However, the slight variations that do occur within the method B/C frameworks lead to significantly improved fits relative to the pure theoretical (method A) results. In all cases, the predicted curves using method C are very close to those from method B and these redundant plots are not shown. The cross-correlations between height and tilt are also displayed on the bottom row of Figs. 6-9. As explained in Paper I, 34 these quantities are purely imaginary. We emphasize that the data for h qp −q were not used to influence the fit parameters; the plots are included solely to indicate the behavior of additional physical observables that were not explicitly fit to, but which are modified by the values of the physical parameters extracted from the fitting procedure.
We first consider the case of the DPPC simulations and associated analysis. The method A results do quite a good job of fitting the simulation data (Fig. 6 ) and indicate that the theory is doing reasonably well in explaining the simulated results. The shortcomings of our theory that stand out are its inability to quantitatively capture the increase in the thickness spectrum peak as a function of tension (although the upward trend is predicted) and the behavior of the tilt spectra at high wavevectors. These deficiencies in the fits are partially resolved by methods B and C (Fig. 7) , however the thickness peak is still not fully captured, nor is the protrusion regime of the longitudinal peristaltic tilt |p q | 2 . It is important to emphasize that although the quality of the fits certainly improves on moving from the pure theoretical results (method A) to the method B/C procedures, the values of the physical parameters themselves change only on the order of 10% when given the freedom to deviate from the theoretical predictions (i.e., that {k λ ,k c , k A , , κ θ , κ tw } remain constant over all applied tensions). Most of these variations fall within the confidence intervals associated with assignment of values to {k λ ,k c , k A , , κ θ , κ tw } from the zero tension simulation (see Paper I 34 for the confidence intervals on the physical parameters). The lone exception to this agreement with theory is the twist modulus, κ tw , which decreases by about 30% at the highest applied tension. We have no explanation for this, but note that the energetics associated with lipid twisting are inherently small 83 and derive from inter-lipid interactions as opposed to the remaining contributions to the Hamiltonian which can be attributed to lipid shape through the opposing forces model 54 (see Paper I 34 ). It is perhaps unsurprising that the twist modulus shows the strongest dependence on tension (and hence the area per lipid) of all the reported quantities. Finally, we comment that method C naturally chooses the applied tensions as the best fit values of γ and faithfully reproduce the method B results. This indicates that γ is serving its expected theoretical role and that our procedure to map applied tensions into our constant chemical potential theoretical framework is valid.
The results for the CG model are bit more difficult to interpret. Although the quality of the method A fits are comparable to those for the DPPC model, the method B/C fits appear to do better than in the DPPC case. However, there is a troubling inconsistency seen in the method C results in that the best-fit tensions do not closely correspond to the applied tensions. Furthermore, the method C fits, which exploit unphysical values of tension, do not yield fits that look by eye to be any better than the method B fits. The resolution to this paradox lies in the fact that tension is not as critical to fitting the CG data as it is to fit the DPPC data. The reason for this is twofold. First, the range of accessible tensions for the CG model is relatively small, due to the fact that the model becomes unstable at only moderate tensions. Second, the bending rigidity for the CG model is more than twice as large as for DPPC. This is problematic because the most pronounced impact of tension on the fluctuation spectra is in the long wavelength behavior of the undulations; this is clearly seen in the DPPC data. The problem with the CG model is that the combination of small tensions and high bending rigidities means that the simulations never reach the long wavelength regime. A practical definition for "long wavelength" comes from considering Eq. (3). The undulations are dominated by tension when γ q 2 beats out the k c q 4 in the denominator, i.e., when L > 2π √ k c /γ . Using the largest accessible CG tension (γ = 0.4 × 10 −20 J/nm 2 ) and k c = 16 × 10 −20 J we obtain a crossover length of 40 nm, which is considerably larger than the 30 nm box dimension; even at the longest wavelength observed in the simulations, tension is not playing a dominant role in the undulations and this is clearly seen in the simulation data. For comparison, the cutoff length for DPPC is 12 nm at γ = 1.9 × 10 −20 J/nm 2 as compared to a 25 nm simulation box. Without the undulation data serving as a strong constraint on γ , the method C fits go a bit haywire since similar quality (and identical looking) fits to the method B results can be obtained for a range of different γ values. We believe that the small value of k λ observed at γ = 0.4 × 10 −20 J/nm 2 is an indication that this system is at the margin of stability. An increase in tension beyond this point results in membrane rupture and the abnormally high protrusions would seem to be a forerunner to this. Common to both simulations is the fact that the tilt fluctuations slightly increase with tension. To our knowledge, this is the first direct observation of this effect, although the behavior is in agreement with measurements of the nematic order parameter at moderate tensions in a different coarse-grained lipid model. 14 Despite the imperfect quantitative agreement between our theory and the simulations (i.e., the disparity between model A and the data) the theory does correctly predict the observed trends related to the tilt fluctuations. For both CG and DPPC, the bare value of κ θ is in good agreement with theoretical estimates. 55, 64, 67 Deviations in the bilayer thickness also increase with tension for both sets of simulations, as predicted theoretically. Again, the theoretical results predict the correct trend, but are not successful in quantitatively reproducing the simulations. The amplified thickness fluctuations can also be seen in Fig. 12 of Neder et al.
14 for moderate tension (at much higher tensions, they found that thickness fluctuations eventually decrease when the two leaflets become interdigitated).
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
While the energetics associated with bending and surface tension are well known (Eq. (1)), the framework presented in this paper provides a general theory which includes the effects of surface tension, bending, thickness, molecular orientation, and microscopic noise. The expressions were found to be in reasonable overall agreement with molecular simulations for surface tensions up to roughly 20 mN/m.
A theoretically interesting consequence of our model is that the effective bending rigidityk c (μ ) is predicted to depend upon the applied tension (Eq. (32) ). This result is not surprising, since the packing of the lipids is altered in the presence of tension. For the systems and surface tensions (0-20 mN/m) we simulated, however,k c (μ ) andk c (0) differ by less than 10%, which would be difficult to unambiguously measure in simulations or experiments. The standard theory (Eq. (3)) contains a constant value of the bending rigidity k c and has been sufficient to explain the limiting behavior of micropipette aspiration experiments. [44] [45] [46] [47] However, these experiments continue to be reinterpreted with growing levels of sophistication 44, 47 in order to account for their behavior across all surface tensions. The effect of surface tension on the bending rigidity may be the easiest measure in monolayer systems, in which a wide range of tensions can be applied. While such effects have been observed in molecular simulations, [27] [28] [29] 52 experimental verification would be more challenging. Grazing-incidence diffuse X-ray scattering on Langmuir monolayers has been used to determine the value of the bending rigidity at various tensions. 84 However, the experimental error was too large to probe any rigidity dependence on γ .
In qualitative agreement with simulation data, our theory predicts that thickness fluctuations increase at low to moderate tensions. This behavior is contrary to a more simplistic model which assumes that tension always opposes the creation of interfacial area.
Despite the generally good agreement between theory and simulation, it is clear that there is room for improvement. The results of our method A fits are not in perfect agreement with simulation and it is natural to speculate on the possible source(s) of the observed inconsistencies. In Sec. II D we presented thermodynamic arguments to establish a connection between our constant (μ, A P , T) theory and simulations run at constant (N, γ , T) . The arguments revolved around a meanfield treatment and it is reasonable to question the validity of this approximation. However, our method C fits to the DPPC data returned surface tensions in good agreement with the tensions applied to the simulation box. Further, the small disparities between the best fit γ values and applied tensions appear to be completely non-systematic. It seems that the proposed connection between chemical potential and tension holds at the level of precision available to this study. While the results of the CG simulations appear problematic with regard to the best-fit tensions, as discussed above this is due to features inherent to the CG model that effectively remove the influence of tension from the observed undulation spectrum. Although the deviations between applied and best-fit tensions are large for CG, they are also non-systematic and leave no reason to question our procedure for mapping between ensembles.
An additional approximation inherent to our theoretical treatment is the assumed form of the lipid energy used in Eq. (13). While we view the quadratic form of the energy to be essential to the entire approach used in this paper, it is not essential that we expand about the tension-free b * = b 0 state as done in Eq. (13) . Indeed, a more consistent approach would be to expand about b * (which varies with applied tension) and there is no a priori reason to assume that the curvature of the energy well around b * need be the same as that around b 0 . It is possible to generalize our effective Hamiltonian by expanding the opposing forces model 34, 54, 65, 66 about b * as opposed to expanding about b 0 (expanding the opposing forces model about b 0 leads to Eq. (13) as shown in Paper I 34 ). Although this approach does lead to modified values of the physical parameters (e.g., k A becomes k A (μ )) the predicted changes are very slight for physical tensions and cannot account for the inconsistencies seen between the method A fits and the simulation data. Furthermore, when the parameters associated with Eq. (13) are allowed to vary with tension in arbitrary fashion via the method B/C fits, the agreement between fits and data is still imperfect. So, while it is possible that starting from a microscopic picture other than the opposing forces model might be able to enhance the agreement between theory and simulation data while retaining the overall functional form of our effective Hamiltonian, we know that this agreement will remain imperfect because arbitrary adjustment of the model parameters is unable to perfectly match the data.
The preceding two paragraphs suggest some flaw with our underlying theoretical approach that cannot be accounted for by imprecision in our theoretical definition of tension or the other physical parameters appearing within our model. We suggest that our assumption of lipid volume incompressibility, which is a standard approximation invoked in the modeling of membrane systems at the continuum level, 14, 19, 34, 56, [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] may be partially responsible for the observed disparities between theory and simulated spectra. The volume compressibility modulus for lipid bilayers can be measured experimentally and is comparable to that of bulk water. 41 The insets of Figs. 4 and 5 clearly indicate that lipid volume is not strictly conserved in our simulations. Although the change in volume is only a few percent for both the DPPC and CG models over the entire range of applied tensions, this is comparable to the observed changes in thickness as a function of tension. It is also important to recognize that the measured fluctuations in bilayer thickness are small relative to the average thickness of the bilayer, so it seems likely that the unaccounted fluctuations in volume may explain features in the thickness spectra that the current theory misses. Given the interplay between area per molecule and lipid tilting, it also seems possible that volume fluctuations contribute to the tilt spectra. The incompressibility assumption may in principle be relaxed by allowing volume to depend on quantities such as chain length, tilt, and splay. Introducing lipid volume perturbations to our free energy expressions would result in additional cross-terms and new elastic moduli. This generalized formulation lies outside the scope of this work, but should be an interesting topic for future investigations.
where U 1 dx ≡ ∂ x X (α) t (x, y) dx and U 2 dy ≡ ∂ y X Equation (15) follows by carrying out the vector multiplications indicated above and performing the required elementary integrals in w, retaining all terms up to second order in small quantities.
APPENDIX B: CALCULATION OF FLUCTUATION SPECTRA
In order to determine the amplitudes of the thermal fluctuation spectra, the Hamiltonian must first be expressed in Fourier space. It is convenient to define the vectors f u (q) = (z which is simply a statement of the equipartition of energy for the Fourier components of a real-space observables.
As discussed in Sec. II, the quantities measured in simulations are modeled as a sum of macroscopic and microscopic components (Eqs. (7) and (10) 
